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MOTTO OF LATVIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE LESSONS

The Word Read - A Path to Self and the World!



IMPORTANCE OF READING

✓ Effectively develops knowledge and

personal potential;

✓ Increases self-esteem.



PROMOTION OF READING IN WORK WITH TEXT

✓ Read an excerpt from Regina Ezer's autumn painting
"Elegy (October)" and find out what artistic and
linguistic devices help conjure the mood of autumn!

✓ Tell us if your autumn mood matches the one depicted
in the excerpt!

✓ Draw your autumn feelings on an A4 piece of paper!



Leaves are the souls of trees. They are almost dead now, and on
windless nights they talk quietly to each other in different, old voices
now. If we don't look at the bare tree tops, but look above, above, and
above them, it seems that this summer still sovereignly rules over us
and over everything.

In the spring the apple trees were so wild that they soared to the sky in
the ecstasy of bloom. The bloom and the madness seemed to have no
boundaries or end. But now, sadly, it turns out that everything can be
too much - even beauty.

With eyes big and full of wonder, bright as the splendor of the sky, the
apples stare at anyone who glimpses them in passing [...]. They are still
very beautiful, and perhaps their chief beauty is their doom.



THE BENEFITS OF READING CHALLENGES 

✓relating text to personal experience,

✓learning to see the text from multiple positions (literal, 
figurative).



EXPERIENCE FROM PARTICIPATION IN THE PROJECT

✓In Lithuania - a national commitment to reading - a new mother
receives the first book to read to her child upon discharge from
the hospital.

✓Efforts to encourage people to read by organizing reading
festivals, attracting both young and established writers,
musicians, and attraction organizers.

✓The ability to get excited about the idea that reading is stylish
and modern.


